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ABSTRACT
Modern cloud platforms have been employing hardware accelerators such as neural processing units (NPUs) to meet the increasing demand for computing resources for AI-based application services. However, due to the lack of system virtualization support, the current way of using NPUs in cloud platforms suffers from either low resource utilization or poor isolation between multi-tenant application services. In this paper, we investigate the system virtualization techniques for NPUs across the entire software and hardware stack, and present our NPU virtualization solution named NeuCloud. We propose a flexible NPU abstraction named vNPU that allows fine-grained NPU virtualization and resource management. We leverage this abstraction and design the vNPU allocation, mapping, and scheduling policies to maximize the resource utilization, while achieving both performance and security isolation for vNPU instances at runtime.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Computer systems organization → Systolic arrays;
• Neural networks; • Software and its engineering → Virtual machines; Operating systems.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Machine learning (ML) workloads have been widely deployed in modern data centers [1, 3, 25, 29, 30]. They have become the foundation of many popular applications, including online recommendations, video analysis, language translations, and AI assistants. To improve the performance of these AI-based applications, cloud platforms have employed hardware accelerators like neural processing units (NPUs) for deep neural networks (DNNs) [4, 7, 9, 12, 14, 16].

A typical NPU design like Google Cloud TPU [12] aims to accelerate common operations in DNN models, such as matrix multiplication and convolution. An NPU device is a peripheral board with multiple NPU chips, and each chip contains multiple NPU cores. Each NPU core usually includes systolic arrays (SAs) that exploit data reuse patterns of matrix multiplication, and vector units (VUs) for generic vector operations like activations and reductions. As NPUs are the most efficient accelerators for DNN computations, they are becoming the most popular accelerators for ML workloads in the cloud platforms [4, 10, 12, 15, 33].

To use NPUs on cloud platforms, the most common way is to assign an entire NPU board exclusively to a single virtual machine (VM) or container via PCIe pass-through techniques [29]. However, it completely disallows resource sharing and causes severe resource underutilization. For instance, our prior study [34] of running a variety of DNN workloads from MLPerf AI Benchmarks [28] and the official TPU reference models [13] disclosed that a majority of these DNN inference workloads significantly underutilize the compute resources on the TPU core. This is because many of them have imbalanced demands on SAs and VUs. They are either SA-intensive or VU-intensive, as a result, SA-intensive workloads will underutilize VUs, and VU-intensive workloads will underutilize SAs in a TPU core.

To improve the compute utilization of NPUs, modern cloud platforms implement limited virtualization supports for NPUs. They enable the time-sharing of an NPU device at task level, and support the task preemption for prioritized users [5, 6]. However, this coarse-grained time-multiplexing on a single NPU board still suffers from significant resource underutilization, because it does not support concurrent execution of multi-tenant DNN workloads, and the fine-grained resource allocation on NPU cores. Therefore, they cannot
To leverage multiple DNN workloads to improve the NPU utilization. Furthermore, none of the sharing mechanisms provided sufficient security and performance isolation in a multi-tenant cloud environment. They either sacrifice isolation for fine-grained time-multiplexing or suffer from high preemption overhead (e.g., swapping out the entire 128GB NPU memory is expensive when switching workloads).

To this end, we propose NeuCloud, a system virtualization solution for NPUs using a hardware-software co-design approach. In NeuCloud, we present the necessary architectural supports for enabling NPU virtualization for achieving improved end-to-end performance for DNN inference workloads (§3.1). We propose an abstraction named vNPU to support fine-grained SA/VU allocation (§3.2). We also propose an algorithm to identify an optimized vNPU configuration for workloads with different SA and VU demands (§3.3). To maximize the NPU utilization at scale, we enable fine-grained spatial sharing by designing an efficient mapping policy that can dynamically assign different vNPUs to multiple physical NPU cores (§3.4). When a vNPU instance is idle, we enable NPU core oversubscription by temporally sharing the SAs and VUs among multiple vNPUs, therefore, the idle compute units can be used by other workloads (§3.5). NeuCloud also provides security and performance isolation of vNPUs via the partitioning of compute units and memory address space (§3.6). In order to facilitate the NeuCloud deployment in practice, we also discuss the possible ways of integrating NeuCloud into state-of-the-art cloud infrastructures (§3.7).

2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

In this section, we first introduce the generic NPU system architecture. After that, we present our study on the resource utilization of NPUs in the cloud, which serves as the motivation of NeuCloud design.

2.1 NPU System Architecture

Without loss of generality, we use an NPU system derived from the state-of-the-art NPUs in production, such as Google Cloud TPUs [19]. An NPU core consists of a command processor that fetches commands from the host memory, a direct memory access (DMA) engine for copying data between host and NPU, and a compute engine that includes an on-chip scratchpad memory (SRAM), systolic arrays (SAs), and vector units (VUs). The on-chip SRAM exchanges data with off-chip high-bandwidth memory (HBM) via DMA operations executing in parallel with the computations. The VU uses multiple SIMD units to perform vector operations. The SA uses a set of processing elements (e.g., 128 × 128 PEs) to exploit data reuse and parallelism in matrix multiplication and convolution operations.

Table 1: DNN models used in our experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DNN Model Names</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BERT, Transformer</td>
<td>Natural Language Processing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DLRM, NCF</td>
<td>Recommendation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mask-R-CNN, RetinaNet, ShapeMask</td>
<td>Object Detection &amp; Segmentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MNIST, ResNet, ResNet-RS, EfficientNet</td>
<td>Image Classification</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To execute a DNN model on the NPU, the model is first compiled by ML frameworks into a stream of tensor operators [8, 26, 31] representing the DNN execution graph. The operators are then translated by vendor-specific libraries and compilers into machine instructions for the NPU core.

2.2 NPU Resource Underutilization

The de facto standard for the cloud to offer users NPUs is exclusively assigning one NPU device to one VM or container via PCIe pass-through, preventing other users to share the same NPU. This inevitably leads to underutilized hardware, if the single ML workload cannot fully utilize the NPU. To investigate the NPU utilization on the cloud, we run various DNN inference tasks from MLPerf benchmarks [28] and official TPU reference models [13] (see Table 1) on a real Google TPV2 board with 8 cores. Each core has one SA and one VU. We profile the resource utilization with performance counters on the TPU. We vary the inference batch size to demonstrate the impact of different computational intensities on resource utilization. We report the utilization of the core components in a TPU core: the matrix multiplication unit (i.e., SA), the vector processing unit (i.e., VU), and the HBM memory. We present the profiling results of one representative TPU core, as all the cores perform identical computations with data parallelism.

Low NPU utilization for a single ML workload. As shown in Figure 1, we present the compute resource utilization (measured in FLoating Point OPerations per Second) when running one ML workload on a TPU. Most ML workloads utilize less than half of the total FLOPS of a TPU core. Increasing batch sizes has limited impact on the compute utilization. For example, the most compute-intensive model BERT still wastes 25% of the maximum FLOPS.
The major reason for the low NPU utilization is that the SA, which provides the most FLOPS on TPUs, is temporarily underutilized. As many DNN operators, such as pooling and activation, can only be executed on the VU, SA usually becomes idle when there are no matrix multiplications (MM) or convolutions. We show the ratio between SA and VU computation time in Figure 2. For many DNN workloads, the time spent on the VU is $10 \times$ more than that on the SA, causing significant SA idleness. In contrast, for some DNN workloads, the time spent on the SA is $10 \times$ more than that on the VU. These patterns are determined by the DNN model structure. For example, BERT and ResNet models are MM or convolution-intensive, they involve more SA operators, while DLRM and ShapeMask models are bottlenecked by vector operations that execute on VUs.

The FLOPS utilization is not further increased as the batch size increases beyond 128. Although larger batch sizes can reduce SA padding overhead, it also increases the burden on the VU. Therefore, it will take a longer time to process the larger batch. As a result, the utilization of SA and VU remains imbalanced regardless of larger batch sizes.

**Imbalanced demands on SAs and VUs.** To scale up the performance of an ML workload, a common way is to increase the number of SAs and VUs in an NPU core. For example, Google TPUv3 doubles the number of SAs, compared to TPUv2. However, not all ML workloads are able to exploit the full benefit of having more SAs, which inevitably leads to a waste of resources. This is an expected outcome based on the analysis with Amdahl’s Law: since increasing the number of SAs only accelerates the SA portion of a workload, if the workload is VU-intensive, adding more SAs will have limited improvement and waste even more hardware resources. Similarly, an SA-intensive workload will not benefit significantly from having more VUs, which will be mostly idle anyway. Therefore, the numbers of SAs and VUs assigned to a workload should be flexible according to its demands. Adding more SAs or VUs without considering workload patterns will cause suboptimal resource utilization.

### 3.1 Architectural Support for Virtualization

The most essential hardware support for virtualizing NPU cores is the ability to partition the core at the execution unit (EU) granularity. This allows the EUs, including SAs and VUs, to execute independently in different vNPU instances. The hypervisor partitions a physical NPU core, and allows different EUs to execute instructions from different vNPUs. To facilitate this execution mode, the EUs must follow a multi-instruction multi-data (MIMD) computing paradigm. This feature is the foundation for fine-grained resource allocation and isolation between vNPUs.

In fact, MIMD across EUs is already supported by many NPU designs. For example, Graphcore IPU has 1472 EUs on each chip, each EU has its own instruction space and execution pipeline [14]. Tenstorrent GraySkull has one vector engine (VU) and one matrix engine (SA) in each of its 120 Tensix Cores [16], both engines can execute independently.

A handful of other hardware features are not necessary for virtualization, but they enable a more efficient implementation compared to the software-based approaches. For example, the hardware-based memory address translation enables memory isolation for vNPUs with near-zero overhead [17]. Many existing hardware designs physically partition their entire on-chip memory into multiple slices, each of which serves one or two EU(s) [14, 16]. Alternatively, without hardware support, memory isolation is still possible via hypervisor with a higher overhead (see §3.6).

### 3.2 vNPU Abstraction

For improved resource efficiency, we can allocate different numbers of SAs and VUs to a DNN workload based on its demands. Thus, the vNPU abstraction must provide the flexibility for a workload to customize its vNPU. Also, a vNPU instance maintains the same structure as a physical NPU board to minimize the changes to the guest software stack.

**Fine-grained resource abstraction with vNPU.** As shown in Figure 4(a), a vNPU can encapsulate different compute
configurations, and a physical NPU board can host multiple vNPU instances with different configurations. The smallest vNPU (vNPU_3) contains one SA and one VU, and it can be collocated with other vNPU instances (vNPU_4 and vNPU_5) on the same NPU core, if the total number of SAs and VUs does not exceed the hardware limitation. If the DNN workload requires more resources than available on one NPU core, vNPU instances occupying an entire chip with two cores (vNPU_0) or more chips (vNPU_9) can be created.

A vNPU can also customize its in-core SRAM size and HBM size. As shown in Figure 4(b), the SRAM is evenly divided into 8 slices and allocated at 2MB granularity. By default, a 2MB slice will be allocated to each compute unit of the vNPU, since the SRAM is used as a buffer to hide the HBM access latency, and should be large enough to match the compute throughput of EUs. In addition, the off-chip HBM is also allocated at the slice granularity.

**vNPU hierarchy.** A vNPU instance reflects the hierarchy of a physical NPU board to minimize the changes to existing compiler/driver stacks. Listing 1 shows all customizable parameters of a vNPU. Each vNPU is exposed to the VM as a PCIe device that resembles a small NPU board. The guest NPU driver can query the hierarchy of the emulated vNPU, such as the number of chips, cores per chip, HBM size, and others. The guest ML framework can handle the data distribution across multiple vNPU cores in the same way as that on physical NPs. As the TPU compiler already supports TPUv2 (1 SA, 1 VU) and TPUv3 (2 SAs, 1 VU), and the TensorFlow framework can handle data parallelism across physical NPU devices, a vNPU instance with different configurations can smoothly work with the guest ML framework.

The maximum resource that can be allocated to one vNPU is capped by the actual physical hardware. If a guest VM requires more resources than is available on a physical NPU board, NeuCloud can allocate multiple vNPU instances to it.

**vNPU lifecycle.** Before creating a vNPU instance, (1) a user specifies the number of NPU cores it needs as well as the core size. The cloud service provider can define, for example, small, medium, and large NPU cores as having a total of 1, 4, and 8 SAs/VUs for simplicity. (2) Optionally, the user can enable the provided compiler and profiling toolchain to learn an optimized combination of SAs and VUs for any specific DNN workload (§3.3). (3) Upon vNPU initialization, the guest driver sends a request to the hypervisor through a para-virtualized interface. (4) The vNPU manager identifies the available NPU hardware resources to allocate the vNPU instance (§3.7), and creates the MMIO mappings for the guest VM to access the vNPU. (5) During execution, the user application issues memcpy and compute offloading commands through the command buffer. The NPU hardware directly fetches and executes the commands from the host memory without the hypervisor intervention. It also has DMA access to the guest memory space via the IOMMU. The guest VM can wait for the command completion interrupt or actively poll the control registers for the current status of the vNPU instance (Figure 3). (6) The user can detach and free the vNPU instance or request a different vNPU configuration.

### 3.3 vNPU Allocation

To optimize NPU utilization while guaranteeing service level objectives (SLOs), the allocator should assign a proper combination of SAs, VUs, and SRAM/HBM to a vNPU instance. As discussed in §2.2, DNN workloads have imbalanced SA/VU demands. To improve the NPU utilization, NeuCloud decides the ratio between the numbers of SAs and VUs as follows. The SA/VU demands of a DNN workload can be reflected by how it runs on 1 SA and 1 VU, and we denote its active runtime on the SA as $x$, and that on the VU as $y$. These numbers can be obtained via profiling at the compilation stage. In reality, tensor operators have to execute sequentially due to data dependency, so the SA/VU will be idle while waiting for the execution of previous VU/SA operators. Thus, the total execution time of the workload on one SA and one VU is $x + y$. With Amdahl’s Law, the new execution time on $n_x$ SAs and $n_y$ VUs will be $\frac{n_x}{n_x} + \frac{n_y}{n_y}$. Therefore, the expected speedup is

$$S = \frac{x + y}{\frac{x}{n_x} + \frac{y}{n_y}}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Let $S_h = n_x + n_y$ be the hypothetical speedup regardless of EU types, which means an EU can execute both SA and VU simultaneously.
VU operators. Compared to real cases where each EU must respect data dependencies and operator types, the hypothetical speedup assumes all \( n_x + n_y \) EUs are always busy and 100% utilized. The utilization of running an ML workload on \( n_x \) SAs and \( n_y \) VUs can be quantified as the ratio between the expected and hypothetical speedups:

\[
U = \frac{S}{S_h} = \frac{(x + y)n_x n_y}{(xn_y + yn_x)(n_x + n_y)}.
\]  

(2)

To isolate the impact of total SA and VU quantity, we simplify the function by letting \( a = x/y \) be the SA/VU intensity ratio of the given workload, and \( k = n_x/n_y \) be the ratio between the numbers of SAs and VUs. Then, we can simplify Equation (2) with WolframAlpha [21]:

\[
U = \frac{k(1 + a)}{(k + a)(k + 1)}, \quad k > 0, a > 0.
\]  

(3)

To find the value of \( k \) that maximizes \( U \), we compute the value of \( k \) where \( \frac{dU}{dk} = 0 \). Thus, when \( k = \sqrt{a} \), we have the maximum value of \( U \). In this case, for workloads with SA/VU intensity ratio \( a \), we can maximize its EU utilization by allocating approximately \( \sqrt{a} \) times more SAs than VUs.

The total quantity of EUs is determined by the smallest possible value that satisfies the SLO for the ML workload running in the guest VM. For the workloads that do not have specified SLO, they will get only one SA and one VU, as small instances can obtain idle EUs more easily. As for the memory allocation for an instance, NeuCloud relies on the DNN compiler to estimate the total amount of memory needed by the DNN workload. The ML compilers will compile the NPU program using the given SA/VU configuration [32].

3.4 vNPU Mapping

**Initial mapping.** To allocate a new vNPU, the vNPU manager takes the SA/VU configuration and requested memory size as the input. It aims to fit as many vNPUs as possible on a physical NPU to maximize the utilization of both the EU and memory resources.

To maximize the EU utilization, the vNPU manager in NeuCloud groups vNPUs, such that the total number of EUs of all vNPUs is as large as possible without exceeding the number of available EUs on an NPU core. For example, for an NPU with 4 SAs and 4 VUs, NeuCloud can map one vNPU demanding 2 SAs and 3 VUs with another demanding 2 SAs and 1 VU, so all EUs are utilized.

The vNPU manager also attempts to balance the number of allocated EUs and the size of allocated memory. This minimizes the chance that all EUs on one core are allocated but a large portion of its memory is not allocated, or vice versa. Therefore, vNPUs with many EUs and small memory will be collocated with vNPUs with few EUs and large memory.

For the case that all EUs have been allocated but there are still vNPUs to be mapped, NeuCloud provides the flexibility to allow vNPU instances to oversubscribe an NPU core. The scheduler will manage the vNPU execution at runtime and perform context switches between vNPUs (§3.5).

**Dynamic remapping.** After the initial mapping, the workload patterns, including the SA/VU intensity ratio and memory usage, may change over time. When a certain amount of vNPUs on the cloud are not running with optimized configurations, the NeuCloud scheduler will adjust the vNPU configurations and remap them to the physical NPUs.

The key challenge of vNPU remapping is to avoid moving workloads between physical cores, as it requires moving a large amount of data in the HBM across NPU cores or even across the low-bandwidth PCIe link. Thus, the scheduler will avoid vNPU migration across cores by remapping most vNPUs to the same NPU core they are originally on. In this way, the data remain stationary in HBM, and only the EU configuration needs to be updated.

3.5 vNPU Scheduling

After assigning vNPUs to different EUs on an NPU core, these vNPUs may become idle when there is no offloaded workload. This creates temporal underutilization. To address this issue, NeuCloud allows the oversubscription of EUs by mapping more vNPUs to the core. Therefore, when a vNPU is idle, another vNPU can utilize the EUs. When multiple vNPU instances require the same EU simultaneously, the vNPU scheduler needs to decide which vNPU can be executed.

There are two cases for NPU oversubscription. First, NeuCloud only allocates vNPUs that have the same SA/VU configurations to the same NPU cores. In this case, the NPU core is considered by the scheduler as a multiple SA/VU partitions, and each partition is temporally shared by a set of vNPUs with identical SA/VU configurations. Similar to scheduling vGPUs on an NVIDIA multi-instance GPU [24], NeuCloud scheduler only needs to schedule vNPUs in each partition independently. Second, a more complicated case is that the vNPUs can have arbitrary SA/VU configurations. This means the scheduler must also consider dynamic vNPU mappings.

We wish to explore this as future work.

3.6 vNPU Isolation

As multiple application instances share the same NPUs, we need to enforce runtime isolation between vNPU instances. This includes security isolation to prevent malicious attacks, and performance isolation to provide SLO guarantees.

**Security isolation** on an NPU core is enforced by memory address space isolation for the on-chip SRAM and off-chip HBM. For performance reasons, this can be achieved by using a hardware memory management unit (MMU) to
perform address translations and permission checks, such as the MMU in CPUs or GPUs [27]. One option is to support page-level address mapping on NPUs. However, since NPUs are intrinsically designed to support DNN models with moderate to large sizes, it could be sufficient to have coarse-grained memory segmentation rather than the page-level address mapping. This reduces the hardware complexity and performance overhead of address translation.

Given the deterministic data access patterns of DNN workloads, even though the hardware MMU is unavailable, address space isolation is still possible with static address translation in the hypervisor. Before offloading the ML workload, the hypervisor parses the instructions by conducting the boundary checking for each address. This is feasible for NPUs; since the NPU programming model has separate instruction and data address spaces, and it prohibits self-modifying codes and dynamic code generation.

**Performance isolation** can be enforced collaboratively with hardware and software techniques. For example, static partitioning of EUs already provides compute resource isolation. Memory bandwidth isolation can also be enforced by allocating an HBM channel to a vNPU. In addition, the vNPU scheduler can prioritize vNPUs with stricter SLOs, and avoid collocating vNPUs that are likely to have severe performance interference [5, 22, 23].

### 3.7 Integration with Cloud Infrastructures

In previous sections, we discussed how to virtualize a single NPU device and maximize its resource utilization. In reality, a data center consists of thousands of NPUs deployed on different host machines. To achieve improved resource utilization, a VM/container orchestration framework decides which VM/container is placed on which physical machine, according to its scheduling policies. In this section, we describe how to integrate NeuCloud into current cloud platforms.

As a case study, we can implement NeuCloud with Kube-Virt/Kubernetes [11]. First, we integrate the vNPU manager into the KVM hypervisor, which exposes the vNPU instances as mediated PCIe devices to the guest VM [18]. The guest NPU driver also needs modifications to be aware of the para-virtualized interface like KVM hypercalls [20]. As KVM supports hot plugging of PCIe devices, it provides the system support for vNPU allocation and (re)mapping.

We can also extend the Kubernetes scheduler [2] to implement vNPU mapping policies. The kubectl scheduler will assign a score to each available NPU node, and then rank all the nodes. After that, the VM is assigned to the node with the highest score. We can extend the scoring mechanism to rank the nodes by their remaining NPU hardware resources, such as the amount of free cores, EUs, and memory.

### 4 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we discuss system virtualization techniques for NPUs. We discuss the necessary hardware support to make NPU virtualization practical. We identify the key challenges of virtualizing NPUs, such as the need for fine-grained resource allocation, as well as security and performance isolation between vNPUs. As future work, we plan to develop a real system prototype of NeuCloud, and demonstrate its benefits for machine learning services.
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